Implementing a (concurrent) program P often requires changing the syntactic structure of P at various levels. We argue and illustrate that in such a situation a natural framework for implementation correctness requires a more general notion of refinement than that of [HHS87], a notion which involves the introduction of separate refinement relations for P's various abstract components. An outline is given of a formal framework for proving implementation correctness that involves these notion's.
Such specifications have the form S:::::J X, often denoted in this context by S sat X, where S is a system as before, but where X is a formula of some appropriate program logic [Z89] . Within this framework it is natural to apply process operations 'op' not only to processes S but also to logic specifications cp or combinations of processes and specifications, resulting in so called mixed terms [Z89,091] . This admits a transformational approach where an initial logical specification is transformed gradually into an implementation as a process. During each step in such a development trajectory one replaces one subterm by another subterm. One of the following three situations applies to each replacement of a subterm by another.
• A specification cp is replaced by process S such that S :::::J cpo • A process S is replaced by another process T such that T :::::J S.
• A specification cp is replaced by another specification If; such that If; :::::J cp, i.e.
If; -> cp should be a logically valid implication.
It is possible to go one step further in this integration of processes and program logics, by introducing a single, unified language of terms that can be composed by means of operations originating from process languages, such as parallel or sequential composition as well as by means of logical operations from propositional logic and predicate calculus [ZdR89] . So not only can specifications be combined by means of process operations, but also can processes be combined by means of logic operations such as conjunction. Apart from being :more uniform this approach has technical advantages such as the possibility to define more complex process operations by means of simpler logical and process operations. An example is the definition of various forms of parallel composition of processes in terms of logical conjunction and a few simple process operations such as relabeling of actions or projection of communication histories [ZdR89] . Another advantage of the integration of processes and logic is the possibility to deal with higher order constructs such as predicate transformers in a natural way, completely inside a single unified framework. As we rely heavily on such techniques because it also turns out to be the proper framework for expressing and proving reification, we introduce such a unified language in the appendix.
The use of the term reification rather than refinement emphasizes the use of simulation techniques to justify the transformation steps of the development process. Such general techniques are based on simulation of an 'abstract' high level specification A by a more concrete lower level implementation C. The idea originates from the well known techniques for data reification, where the relation between abstract and concrete is specified by means of so called abstraction functions, also called retrieve functions, mapping concrete data to abstract data. Data reification can be generalized to simulation where a retrieve function maps complete computations, also called 'runs', from the concrete level to the more abstract level. This is based on the assumption that systems S can semantically be interpreted as sets of runs of the system. This view is consistent with many models of computation, both for sequential and concurrent systems. Typical examples are the CSP trace, ready set and failure models, where a run coincides with a finite communication history, possibly decorated or augmented with information concerning termination and deadlock behaviour. Other examples are that of the set of, labeled or unlabeled, state sequences associated with state-transition systems, the runs as defined for Petri nets and event structures, and the traces as introduced by Mazurkiewicz. But maybe the simplest example is the classical model for sequential nondeterministic programs as binary relations on states, where each initial/final state pair (so, stl represents one possible computation. Retrieve functions p which are defined on single states, mapping states Se of the C system to states Sa = p( se) of the A system, can be extended straightforwardly to abstraction functions p on runs, in the form of state sequences o-c = (SO,S1,S2, .. . ), by pointwise applying p. Hence, Similarly, p is then extended to an operation on sets of runs, by applying p pointwise to each run in turn:
Intuitively, system C implements A or as we will say, refines A with respect to retrieve function p, if for any possible C run there is a corresponding, i.e. p related, A run. This is easily expressed by the following requirement.
p(C) <;; A
(1)
Note that for the special case that p is the identity function, this boils down to C <;; A, that is, we are back at the simpler form of implementation for mixed terms discussed above. In this case we simply say that C refines A.
Although it might not be apparent from (1), it can be shown, see [CdRZ91] that the verification conditions for functional data reification in VDM amount to the same as (1). Data refinement as discussed in [R81] and on pp. 221-222 of [J90] is slightly more general than functional reification in that it allows abstraction relations a rather than retrieve functions p between concrete and abstract data. This means that one particular concrete value can represent several abstract values, a desirable property when dealing with implementation bias. 1 When dealing with abstraction relations a the refinement relation between systems can be formulated .as follows.
Definition 1.1 (Strong simulation)
System C strongly simulates system A with respect to relation a if a(C) <;; A o 1 A specification is said to be implementation biased if it includes more implementation detail than strictly necessary (see e.g. [J90] ).
A slightly more general notion of simulation is given in the next definition.
Definition 1.2 (Weak simulation)
System C weakly simulates system A with respect to a if o Strong simulation requires that for any C run ac all a related runs a A are possible runs for the abstract system A. Weak simulation only requires that there is at least one such a related run that is also a possible run for A. Clearly weak simulation is more liberal than strong simulation, because a(C) <;; A => C <;; a-I (A) if (and only if) a is total, but C <;; a-I(A) => arC) <;; A if (and only if) a is functional.
Whereas retrieve functions are not adequate when considering implementation bias, requiring totality is not a real limitation. After all, it is only required that the abstraction relation is total with respect to the admissible states of the concrete data type, which can be achieved by strengthening the data invariant part of the representation invariant that characterizes the abstraction relation.
Both strong and weak simulation are defined in terms of abstraction relations on the level of computations. As it turns out, the well known notions of upward and downward simulation are not of this form, i.e. cannot be understood in terms of abstraction relations operating on computations. What is possible however is to characterize upward and downward simulation of A by C by means of inequalities of the following form:
The operations F" and G" transform processes, i.e. they transform sets of computations, and are defined in [HHS87] , relying on weakest prespecifications and strongest post specifications. Within' our unified language they can be expressed in terms of relational composition X : Y, weakest preconditions [XJY and the leads-to operator X "-'+ Y, as follows:
Next we note that both weak and strong simulation can be formulated as inequalities of this form. For weak simulation as defined above this is already the case, and the inequality for strong simulation is expressible in our language as where a R denotes the right adjoint of a. We therefore define in general refinement of A by C with respect to F as the inequality C <::::: F(A).
Departing from this definition of refinement we define in this paper a generalization of it to what can be called compositional refinement. Compositional refinement does not treat abstract and concrete programs as monolithic entities but rather takes their decomposition into smaller programs into account. A limited form of compositionality has been defined in [HHS87] , where it it is called subdistributivity. An operator F as above sub-distributes over some n-ary language operator op iff Subdistributivity guarantees the following for refinement of complete programs of the form P(At, ... , Am) that are built uP by means of subdistributive operations from some set of basic programs AI, ... , Am: If each of the Ai is refined by Ci with respect to F, then the whole program P(AI, ... ,A m ) is refined by P (CI, ... ,C m ) with respect to F. Subdistributivity allows refinement of basic abstract program Ai by means of basic concrete program C i . But it does not allow for refinement of the (parameterized) abstract program P(X I , ... , Xm) to a 'concrete' program Q(X I , ... ,Xn). In this paper we give a precise definition of such 'context refinements' and we provide examples thereof.
Related to context refinement is the idea of a varying abstraction relation. The basic idea is that different components of ~ program might be refined with respect to different abstraction relations, one for each component, rather than using a uniform abstraction relation for the whole program. A very simple example of a varying abstraction relation is provided by variable or channel hiding contexts that are used to declare local abstract and concrete variables and (CSP style) channels. The general picture here is that we have an abstract program operating on abstract variables a say, and an implementing program C operating on corresponding concrete variables c, where C refines A with respect to abstraction relation a, i.e. C <::::: a-leA). The two programs are placed in contexts HA (X) and Hc(Y) that declare the a or c as local variables and initialize, and possibly even finialize, those variables. For appropriate contexts we then have that from C <::::: a-leA) it follows that Hc(C) <::::: HA(A). We regard this as context refinement, where HA(X) is refined by Hc(Y) and where the abstraction relation a for the components X and Y has been replaced by the identity relation on the outer level. In general we do not require the identity at the outer level or 'interface level' as refinement relation; a nontrivial choice for refinement at the interface level enables us to formalize so called interface refinement. In the paper we treat an example of context refinement for a communication protocol where there is a shift from rather complicated abstraction functions for components to a relatively simple abstraction function for the interface.
Our definition of compositional refinement takes both context refinement and varying abstraction relations into account. It can be formulated as a simple weak homomorphism property. We say that a program (context) A (Xt, ... , Xn) is refined by another program (context) C (Yt, ... , Y n ) with respect to Fo (for the outer level) and F 1 , •.. , Fn (for the components) iff
The outline of the remainder of this report is as follows. In section 2 we first discuss the role of compositionality in refinement and its relation with the notion of subdistributivity in [HHS87j. We give an example that illustrates how the refinement relation P between the overall abstract program and the concrete program may be different from the refinement relations Pi between their (concurrent) abstract and concrete components Ai resp. Ci. Secondly, we introduce a refinement notion which generalizes subdistributivity by allowing context refinements. This is illustrated by an example based on the self-stabilizing snapshot algorithm of Katz and Perry [KP90j. In the appendix we present a theory that unifies several refinement methods for both sequential and concurrent programs within one framework. The theory is related to calculus of [HH87j and [HHS87j. Furthermore the theory is applied to the examples of section 2.
Compositional refinement
An important question for transformational techniques in general is how they combine with a modular style of system development. Transformations should be vertically composable as well as horizontally compos able. Vertical composability or transitivity is the property that if a system A can be transformed into a system B which in turn can be transformed into C then the immediate step from A to C is also a legal transformation. This requirement is readily satisfied for most transformation techniques, including simulation where we rely on composability of retrieve functions. Horizontal composability or compositionaiity requires that if a system S(Sl,"" Sn) can be decomposed into parts S1, ... , Sn and a top level part S( .. . ), then implementing the parts yields also an implementation of the whole. To be more precise, let S = S(X 1 , .. . ,X n ) be a program term with free variables Xl, .. . ,X n , for which other programs, say Sl, ... , Sn can be substituted which we denote formallyas S[S1/ Xl, ... , Sn/ Xnj and more informally as S (Sl, ... , Sn) . Then, if S; is implemented by T;, for i = 1, ... , n, compositionality requires that S(Sl,"" Sn) is implemented by S(T 1 , ••• , Tn).
For simple algebraic equalities between processes the requirements of vertical and horizontal compos ability are readily satisfied, because equality is transitive and subc stitutive:
if Si=T i fori=l, ... ,n thenS(SI"",Sn)=S (TJ, ... ,T n ) .
More complex transformational techniques rely on implementation relations in the form of inequalities between processes rather than equalities. For implementation relations of the form S s;:; T horizontal composability is guaranteed when programs are built up from smaller parts by means of monotonic operations. For systems denoting sets of 'runs' -the implementation relation S ~ T denotes the set inclusion T s;:; Sthis means that an operation 'op' satisfies the following property.
if Ti s;:; Si for i = 1, ... ,n then Op(TI, ... ,Tn) s;:; OP(SI"",Sn)'
Vertical composability follows from the transitivity of the subset relation.
Next we consider the composability requirements that were posed above for refinement notions based on simulation. Again, vertical composability causes no problems:
if R refines Q with respect to 001 and S refines R with respect to 002 than S refines Q with respect to 001 0 002:
if R s;:; a 1 1 (Q) and S s;:; a2"I(R) then S s;:; (001 oa2t l (Q) Horizontal compos ability, however, is not so simple. From Si s;:; a-I(T i ) for i = 1, ... , n it does in general not follow that S(SI, ... , Sn) s;:; a-I(S(T I , ... , Tn)). A notorious counterexample is sequential composition: a-I(Si) ~ T i , (i = 1,2), does not necessarily guarantee that a-I(Sd; a-I (S2) s;:; T I ; T 2 , unless some restrictions are imposed upon a (c.f. [CdRZ91] ). What we need here is a property related to the notion of subdistributivity as introduced in [HHS87] .
Subdistributivity of relation a for some n-ary program operation op means that for any systems SI, ... , Sn the following inequality holds:
If S(X I , •• . , Xn) is built with monotonic subdistributive operations only, then it follows easily that if C i s;:; a-I (Ai) for i = 1, ... ,n then S(C I , ... , Cn) s;:; a-I(S(AI, ... , An)).
So, subdistributivity forms the basis of the compositional treatment of data refinement in [HHS87] , where abstract operations Ai on abstract data within program S, are implemented by concrete operations Ci, operating on concrete data. Concrete operations of C i , resp. abstract operations of Ai, can be considered as atomic operations in the syntax trees of S(CI, ... , Cn), resp. S(AI"'" An). I.e. apart from their atoms these trees have the same syntactic structure.
However, in some situations a more general notion of subdistributivity is required that allows the refinement relation P between the overall abstract and concrete programs to be different from the refinement relations Pi between the concrete and abstract components C i resp. Ai. This is illustrated in the following example.
Example 2.1
Consider the an abstract communication medium MED A • Messages mlm2 .. . mk enter M ED A via some channel inA and leave via channel outA. Messages cannot get lost or duplicated, but they can leave M ED A in a different order than they entered it. We want to sketch a few development steps, both vertically, by refining the representation of messages and horizontally, by indicating how an abstract medium could be built up from a sender process that routes messages via a number of (lower level) channels to a receiver process that merges them into a single stream which leaves the communication module through a buffer. What we want to illustrate is that a relatively simple message representation for the interface of the whole module has to be replaced by a more complicated representation inside. Moreover, the context that puts together the sender, the channels and the receiver has to be refined into a more complicated context that includes a sliding window process. Thus we see here an example of context refinement with a varying abstraction relation.
First we consider a 'vertical' development step, where M ED A is refined into a more concrete one M EDe. For this refined medium M EDe we take into account that abstract messages mi, which can be of arbitrary length, are to be split into sequences of fixed-length packets 7r(mi) = p;p; ... P7' for the concrete level. The channels inA and out A are for the concrete level replaced by similar channels inc and oute, and an abstract message m traveling along inA or OUiA is replaced by the sequence 7r(m) that travels along inc or oute. We specify a simple protocol that requires that packets for a given message enter and leave M EDe as a contiguous, ordered sequence.
In order to reconstruct a message from its packets we assume that each packet Pi carries a message identification as well as the total number of packets for that message. The relation between the abstract the concrete level is easily formalized by a retrieve function p, mapping communication histories for inc and oute to abstract communication histories. For a history h of the form 7r(mt)7r(m2)··· 7r(m n ) we define p( h) = ml, m2, ... m n . If h' is a history like h as above except that for the last message only a few packets have been communicated we can isolate the longest prefix h" of h' of 'complete' messages and we define p(h') = p(h"). This retrieve function p forms the basis for an abstraction relation 0 that relates the complete concrete behaviour, i.e. the combined history he for the inc and oute channels together, to the complete abstract behaviour hA, thus:
Note that 0 is functional, in that there is at most one hA value for any he value, which will be denoted by o(h e ). For histories he that do not conform to the protocols introduced above the value of o( he) is not defined.
We can now specify the required interface refinement as follows:
Due to the fact that a is a partial function this can also be rephrased as the requirements that a is defined for all M EDc histories and moreover that
We remark that p (and a) map histories to histories and that a mapping from (single) concrete communications to abstract ones does not suffice. Thus far we have described a rather standard simulation relation for concurrent programs. Note that the refinement relation defines the representation of messages on the module interface only; nothing is said yet about message representation inside the module. In fact this representation is determined only after some 'horizontal' development steps are made, where we develop the medium on the abstract level, i.e. without taking any message representation into account. Then, after this horizontal development, compositional refinement comes in when we refine abstract internal messages. The idea of the horizontal step is that we use standard process refinement techniques to implement the abstract communication medium as a network of processes consisting of a router and a merge process communicating via an asynchronous network consisting of a number of (virtual) channels. Because the messages may be routed through the network via different routes, it is possible that they are received out of order. We can describe this by means of a program in a CSP style process language:
The (synchronous) transfer of messages from one component to another can be described by means of CSP style communication via CSP channels. We remark here that CSP communication channels should not be confused with communication media such as MEDA or the VCHAN channels. CSP communication is used here exclusively as a mathematical device to describe the transfer of messages from one component to another, whereas processes like VCHANA(i) are (simplified) models of certain components of communication networks or distributed operating systems. The CSP 'channels' connected to these processes are as follows:
Except for the inA and outA channels, all these channels are hidden by the CSP hiding construct "X\ {VinA( i), VoutA( i), BinA}". The idea of the design is that incoming messages are forwarded by the ROUTER via one of the VCHANs which act as communication media, of limited capacity and with a low reliability. The ROUTER should take such capacities and potential failures into account and distribute incoming messages in an appropriate way. The MERGER collects the messages from all VCHANs and sends them all via the Bin channel towards the BUFFER which in turn delivers them via out A . Due to nondeterministically determined delays in the reception of messages that are sent via different VCHAN's the order of messages might indeed get lost, as is allowed by the specification. It is not difficult to specify processes like ROUT ERA, and to show correctness of the M ED A implementation as above on the basis of these component specifications. One might then continue this 'horizontal' development, by implementing the component processes. At some moment though this has to be followed by a 'vertical' stage, where we take the representation of messages by sequences of packets into account. During this vertical stage a component such as ROUT ERA is replaced by a component ROUT ERa that behaves much like ROUT ERA except that it operates on packets rather than messages. At first look we might use essentially the same abstraction relation a to relate the concrete internal level to the abstract level. (This 'generic' a should relate, by means of the p function, not only ina and outa to inA and outA but also the concrete internal channels to their abstract counterparts.) A correct solution could then be specified by the requiring that ROUTER a <:::; a-1 (ROUTER A ), and similarly for the other components. For in that case the subdistributivity of the CSP parallel composition and hiding constructs would guarantee that MEDa <:::; a-1 (MED A ), as required.
The problem with this proposed solution is that it assumes that the low level VCHAN processes preserve the ordering of messages, which is quite unrealistic, and moreover forces us to send all packets for some particular message via the same VCHAN virtual channel. If we drop the assumption on order preservation and allow the ROUTER to arbitrarily distribute packets the protocol specified above is no longer obeyed, since in general the packets for a message will leave M EDa via outa out of order and non-contiguous, i.e. intermixed with packets belonging to other messages.
Informally one sees that we can correct the situation by tagging packets with a sequence number and replacing the abstract BUFF ERA process by a process SW implementing a sliding window protocol. That is, rather than merely buffering packets, SW will delay incoming packets until it has received all packets for some message and will then deliver all of them, in order and consecutively, via outa.
For this more sophisticated solution we can no longer use p (and a) as the abstraction function for the internal behaviours. Rather we define a more complex variation, of p that in some sense incorporates a specification of a sliding window protocol in that it extracts the abstract messages from a 'shuffled' sequence of packets. (For those sequences that do conform to our protocol, , and p are both defined and yield equal results).
Let #h denote the length of a communication history h and h\{PI,P2,"'} a variant of the hiding operation, that removes the indicated messages PI, P2, ... from h. then we define:
if there exists an n : 1 $; n $; #h:
'and for all i: 1 $; i $; #h ,(h) = {Pi II$; j $; ki } rz {h j 11 $; j < n P , otherwise.
As an example, suppose 7l'(mt) = plpI and 7l'(m2) = p~ and plpIP~ is transmitted via inc, corresponding to p(plpIPD = mlm2 via inA. On channel Bine the sliding window may receive sequences plpip~ and p~p:pi representing mlm2 and m2ml respectively, and which would be legal output for the oute channel. It may also receive a sequence such as PIP~pl, which is not allowed on oute, and for which p is not defined. The "' ( function is defined for all three sequences, e.g. "'((pip~pD is computed as follows:
",((PIP~Pl) Finally, we define contexts for I NTA and I NTc:
What we claim here is that context Ctxc refines Clx A in the following sense:
This property can be formulated equivalently as:
A proof of this claim will be sketched below, after the formal definition of compositional refinement. From the claim and the refinement relation between I NTA and I NTc it then easily follows that (Which shows the correctness of the whole design).
What the example shows is that the usual definition of program simulation, which assumes a uniform choice for the retrieve function, is not appropriate within a compositional set-up. For although the I' and (3 functions could have been used at the interface level too, such is exactly the situation one wants to avoid by the principle of 'separation of concerns': the (simple) p and a functions are all that is needed to specify the externally observable behaviour of the communication module, and any complexity related to internal detail is to be avoided for that purpose. Moreover, one might decide later on to re-implement the module much better than our proposal, while retaining our refined interface.
(End of example)
We define a more general notion of refinement, avoiding the limitation signalled above by introducing separate refinement relations for every component. Moreover, the definition is in terms of context refinement.
Definition 2.1 (Compositional Refinement)
We say that So(X" ... , Xn) is refined by To(Yi, ... ,Y n ) with respect to Fo and F" ... , Fn iff for all X" ... , X n • o In this paper we mainly concentrate on the case where F j is of the form aj'. We repeat the definition for this special case:
Definition 2.2 (Compositional refinement based on weak simulation)
System So(X" ... ,X n ) is refined by To(Y, , ... , Y n ) with respect to relations ao and at, ... ,an iff for all X" ... ,X n . o For the simple case that So and To contain no free variables, our definition coincides with the notion of weak simulation introduced in definition 1.2.
Another important special case is that where So equals To and where Fo = F, = . .. = Fn. This is essentially subdistributivity of Fo for So, where we extend this latter notion to complete terms So (X, , ... ,X n ), rather than just operations op(X" ... ,X n ). We already noticed that data refinement in the sense of [HHS87] implies a transformation of programs in which only their (atomic) data structure operations are replaced. The reason for this is that although subdistributivity admits implementation of operations or subprograms within a context S, it does not admit transformation of the context S itself. For concurrency, this situation is not satisfactory, because there are many cases where one's intuitive notion of implementation implies a change of context. For instance, take Milner's suggestion (in [MSO] ) to implement shared variable concurrency using communication based concurrency by modelling shared variables as separate concurrent processes, whose communications correspond to read and write operations. Here, the added shared variable modelling processes are put in parallel with the top syntactic level of the appropriately transformed shared variable program, implying a syntactic change at various levels. Another example of such a context change is contained in [Z90], which gives a correctness proof of a reification where the sequential abstract operations of a program are implemented by concurrent versions, more specifically, where abstract operations are replaced by communications with concurrent processes, implementing the data structures involved in concurrent fashion and running in parallel with the appropriately transformed original program.
Some basic properties of compositional refinement are contained in the following theorems, which we present in the form appropriate for weak simulation.
Theorem 2.3 (Refinement for monotonic terms)
Let To(Y" ... Yn) be monotonic in each of its Y; variables. Then So(X l , ... ,Xn) is refined by TO(Y l ,' .. , Y n ) with respect to relations 0'0 and 0'1, ••. , an if for all Y" ... , Y n and all Xl, ... , Xn: (1\ 1'; <:;; a;-l(Xi)) =} TO(Y l , ... ,Yn) <:;; aOl(SO (Xl"" ,Xn) ). i=:1..n • Theorem 2.4 (Horizontal composability) Let the following conditions be satisfied.
• So (XI , ... ,X n ) is refined by To(Xl' ... ,X n ) with respect to 0'0 and at, . .. ,an,
• Si(Yi, ... , Y m ) is refined by Ti(Yi, ... , Y m ) with respect to ai and 131,···, 13m, for i = 1, ... ,n. ( We assume here that the variables of each of the systems Si is contained in a common list Yi, ... , Y m .)
• To is monotonic in each of the Xi variables. Then the composed system is refined by with respect to 0'0 and 131, ... , 13m .
• Our definition of compositional refinement is rather general and moreover formulated in terms of parameterized, i.e. higher order, programs. Thus it might seem complicated to prove refinement on the basis of actual program texts and assertional specifications. For concrete specificationand programming languages it is possible though to have simpler criteria for checking the refinement conditions. We give a sketch of this for the case of CSP style processes and assertional trace specifications, within a "Programs as Predicates" setting [Ho85], [ZdR89] . That is, we use a mixed formalism that includes both processes and specifications as special case.
An assertional trace specification of a process P is a (first order) formula X(h) with a special designated variable h denoting the communication history of the specification. The programs as predicates paradigm can be paraphrased as follows. Programs P can semantically be regarded as predicates on traces too, which we sometimes indicate by the notation P(h). (Syntactically though, the h variable does not occur at all in the program text of P.) A context Ctx(X 1 , ••• ,X n ) can be regarded in this way as a predicate of the form x(h 1 , ••• , hn, h) , where the hi denote traces of the components Xi, and where the last variable h denotes the trace of Ctx put around those components. Proof systems such as [Z89], [ZdR89] allow one to prove implications of the form P(h) -t X(h). Such implications denote exactly the same as P <; X in the notation of this paper, i.e. program P should satisfy specification X. Now for predicates as above, there is a simple characterization for inverse images of the form a-I (X), by means of substitution: Lemma 2.5 For functions a and predicates X( h) on traces:
a-1(x(h)) = x(a(h))
• Assume that we want to prove that some context CtxA(X 1 , ... , Xn) is refined by Ctxc (Yt, .. . , Y n ) with respect to a and /3h"" /3n. Furthermore, assume that we have equivalent predicates XA and Xc for CtxA and Ctxc. The refinement condition of the form can then be rewritten as follows: 3h h ... , hn(i=0..n Xi(/3i(hi) ) II Xc(h 1, ... , hn, h) ... ,tn(;=0..nX;(ti) II XA(th ... ,tn,a(h) )) This implication should be valid for all Xl, . .. , X n • A sufficient condition for the implication to hold is obtained by choosing ti = /3i(h i ), followed by simplification of the formula:
What we have shown is the following theorem: Theorem 2.6 (Compositional refinement for trace specifications) For trace predicates XA(hh .. " h n , h) and XC(hh"" h n , h) a sufficient condition for refinement of Ctx A by Ctxc with respect to a and /31,' .. , /3n is: V h (V hI, ... , h n (X c ( hI, ... , h n , h) -+ X A (/31 (hI)' ... , /3n (h n ), a( h )))) .
• Example 2.2 As an example we consider the contexts introduced at the end of example of the communication medium. We recall the definition of these contexts:
Techniques as for instance discussed in [Z89] allow one to prove equivalence of these contexts with the following predicates: and:
Xc(h},h) ~ 3h'(h = (h'l{inc,outc}) II chan(h') = {inc,outc,Binc}
What has to be shown to prove the refinement relation that we claimed at the end of the previous example can now be reduced to the following straightforward verification condition:
where a and f3 are the abstraction relations introduced in the example.
(End of example)
Finally we provide another example of context refinement, which can be considered a special case of compositional refinement. Example 2.3 (Self-stabilizing snapshot algorithm of [J(P90j) Consider a distributed system in which processes communicate by asynchronous message passing via directed channels. The communication network is strongly connected, and the channels are FIFO buffers of sufficient capacity. The global state of a distributed system is the product of all the local states plus the contents of the channels. An accurate snapshot is defined as follows [KP90j.
At any global state a, a process is said to have an accurate snapshot of a' if local variables of the process contain a representation of a global state that is a possible successor of a' and a possible predecessor of 17. 3 Snapshots may be used, for example, to detect wether a distributed algorithm has terminated or to retrieve information contained in the local states of the processes.
In [CL85] Chandy and Lamport presented the algorithm for obtaining accurate snapshots, which is used as a basis for the 'StableS nap' algorithm of Katz and Perry [KP90j. We will briefly outline the Chandy-Lamport algorithm. For a more complete discussion of the algorithm and its correctness argument we refer to [CL85, D83j. Process Po may invoke the snapshot algorithm by recording its local state and sending a marker along each outgoing channel. From this moment on the process records for each incoming channel the messages it receives. On receiving a marker along an incoming channel c a process Pi executes the subroutine C L( c) (algorithm 1). If process Po has received all reports, it may initiate another snapshot.
Let eLi denote the snapshot algorithm for process Pi and ¥ denote the superposition 3It is implicitly understood that (J and (J' are states within Pi sends a marker on each outgoing channel ELSE Pi stops recording the incoming messages on channel c FI;
IF Pi has stopped recording the messages on all incoming channels THEN Pi sends a report to Po FI Algorithm 1: CL(c) (Snapshot, [CL85] ).
(or superimposition), see e.g. [BF88] , of program S upon T, then the distributed system Po II ... II P n -1 is transformed into CL o II 00. II CL n -1 .
Po P n -1
The structure of this system can be described by
where the context C(X o , ... , X n -1 , Yo, ... , Yn-tl is defined as Yo II 00. II Y n -1 .
Xo X nl
We describe an algorithm called 'StableSnap' that can be viewed as a refinement of (2), where the context C(X o , ... , X nl , Yo, ... , Yn-tl is transformed into J« XO,oo"Xn_l,Yo,oo',Yn_l) , thereby leaving PO,oo',P n -1 and CLo,oo.,CL n _ 1 unchanged. So, the resulting system can be described as J«P o , ... , P n -1 , CL o , ... , CLn-tl ,
Compositional refinement allows one to show a refinement relation between C (X o , ... , Xn-t, Yo, . .. , Yn-tl and J«X o , ... , X n -1 , Yo, ... , Yn-tl without paying attention to the structure of Pi and CLi (i = 1, ... , n), all in order to prove that (2) is refined by (3). Similarly, one could refine Pi into some process PI or CLi into CL; (i = 1,00', n). Subdistributivityas in [HH87] would allow only these latter refinements, but not context refinement.
The 'StableSnap' algorithm is a self-stabilizing snapshot algorithm based upon the Chandy-Lamport algorithm. Paraphrasing Katz and Perry, a self-stabilizing program is a program that eventually resumes normal behaviour even if its execution is initiated from an illegal state. In this sense a self-stabilizing program can tolerate transient faults. Following [KP90] , sem(P) denotes the set of all possible execution sequences of P for arbitrary initial states. Let legsem(P) denote the subset of sem(P) with all execution sequences starting in legitimate initial states (initial states satisfying some characteristic predicate.) Given the definitions for self-stabilization:
Program P is self-stabilizing if each sequence in sem( P) has a non-empty suffix that is identical to a suffix of some sequence in legsem(P), and program extension:
Program Q is an extension of program P if for each global state in legsem( Q) there is a projection onto all variables and messages of P such that the resulting set of sequences is identical to legsem(P), upto stuttering, 4 a program Q is defined to be a self-stabilizing extension of program P if Q is selfstabilizing and also an extension of P (see [KP90] ).
Below we give a brief description of the core of the 'StableSnap' algorithm. Each round of the 'StableSnap' algorithm is initiated by process Po by sending a marker on each outgoing channel. Process Po may initiate a new round at any time. A round ends when process Po has received a report for that round from all processes. Due to the lack of synchronization each process may be involved in a different round, Therefore it is assumed that each marker and report contains the round number of the originating process at the moment of sending. Upon receiving a marker via channel e a process Pi invokes the algorithm [( Pre) (algorithm 2). if one chooses ao = (I> 0 71") and for ai (i = 1, ... , k) the identity relation in definition 2.1.
The superposed programs can only affect its own variables, but not variables of the underlying program. Furthermore, the underlying program and the superposed program can identify whether a message belongs to the underlying or the superposed program, so that no interference can occur. These restrictions guarantee that the superposed program can not block or affect the control of the underlying program. Therefore we may conclude that (this kind of) superposition is monotonic. Because superposition is monotonic, it follows from theorem 2.4 that if we replace the macro's of the Chandy-Lamport algorithm by correct implementations, then that will not affect the correctness of the Katz-Perry algorithm, independently of the underlying program.
(End of example) 3 Conclusions
We discussed the role of compositionality in refinement and argued that a more general notion of refinement than subdistributivity is needed for compositional refinement. The motivation for such a generalized notion of refinement was illustrated by some non-trivial examples.
Furthermore, we introduced a general framework that unifies several refinement methods for sequential and concurrent programs. The expressive power of the resulting theory has been investigated, which resulted in the conclusion that several well-known theories, such as the prespecification calculus, are embedded within the theory.
A Formal framework
In this section we sketch some of the underlying principles and techniques that are used throughout the paper. One of the problems that we encountered when studying the literature on reification and simulation was the large variety of theories and methods being proposed, both for sequential and for parallel systems. Quite often there is a strong relationship between methods, and it is one of our aims to clarify such relationships. For sequential systems we presented a more uniform framework for several well known reification methods in [CdRZ91] . For instance, it was shown how Reynolds' reification method and VDM-style reification can be related within one predicate transformer framework. Here we extend these results by proposing a language that allows for the formulation of several definitions of simulation, such as upwards or downwards simulation, applicable to both sequential and parallel systems. The language resembles more classical formalisms such as predicate transformer calculi and the relational calculus. It differs from these formalisms in that we make a clear distinction between composition of relations and predicate transformers on the one hand and sequential composition of programs on the other hand. For instance, in a trace-based formalism we use binary retrieve relations to map concrete communication histories to abstract histories. Composing such relations does not correspond to the sequential composition operator of the programming language. For the latter operation amounts to concatenation of histories. However, the predicate transformer framework for sequential programs is embedded in the theory below as a special case in which programs denote binary relations on states. To deal with concurrent programs we use relations not on states but on complete computations, which we sometimes refer to as generalized states. In [Z89] a predicate transformer theory and formalism for concurrency based on this notion of generalized states is developed which indicates the wide range of applicability of predicate transformer concepts and which is subsumed in the formalism presented below. The elements of Trans are called transformers, because predicate transformers turn out to be special elements of Trans. Besides elements of the types defined above, the theory also includes a class of formulae, which will be discussed later.
Definition A.I (Relations)
Relations are defined inductively as follows.
o • Let X be a n-place predicate on tuples in TI X ... X Tn, then • Let T be a transformer of type T1 --> T2, and let R be a relation of type T1 then T(R) is a relation of type T2'
Notice the notation Rl ~ R2 for composition of relations. Although we do not present any particular programming language here, we denote sequential composition of programs by 8 1 ; 8 2 . As explained above, the two operations coincide only for the case of sequential programs, where 8 1 ; 8 2 (also) denotes relational composition. 
It is a transformer of type 72 -> 71.
Because the definitions above are very general, we will discuss some more specific cases of transformers, that capture some of the more familiar (predicate) transformers.
If R is of type Rel( 71,72) and 8 of type S et( 7tl, then R08D is the strongest postcondition of type S et( 71)'
Tt(X) is easily seen to be the largest Y such that T(Y) <;;; X. For the cases of interest T can be assumed to be completely additive (c.a.), i.e.
T(U{X I···X ... }) = U{T(X) I ... X ... }.
In that case Tt is also characterized by the following property of right adjoints:
T(X) <;;; Y if and only if X <;;; Tt(y).
The use of the adjoint operation is that it allows for a uniform definition of several distinct predicate transformers, such as weakest preconditions, weakest prespecifications, generalizations thereof for concurrency, the weakest postspecification and the related 'leads to' transformer. We provide some of the details. Let R be a relation of type Rel (TI, ... , Tn+I) . Furthermore, let X resp. Y be a variable of type Rel (TI, ... , T n , T n +2, ... , T n + m ) resp. Rel (Tn+t, ... ,T n + m ) . We define the so called 'leads to' transformer )"X.R """ X of type Rel (TI, ... , Tn, T n +2, ... , T n + m ) --+ Rel (Tn+t, ... , T n + m ) as the adjoint of R ~ Y, i.e.
)"X.R"",, X ~ (W.R; y)t .
This definition includes the following well known transformers as special cases.
• If R is of type S etC Ttl and S of type Seth), then R """ S is the 'leads to' relation of type Rel(TI, T2). If we interpret Rand S as precondition and postcondition of a Hoare style formula, then R """ S is the largest program (i.e. relation) that satisfies that Hoare formula.
• If R is of type Rel( TI, T2) and S of type R el( Tt, T3)' then R """ S is the weakest postspecification SIR of Hoare and He [HH87] of type Rel( T2, T3), (take n = 1 and m = 2 in the above definition.)
For relation R of type Rel( TI, ... , Tn) and variables X and Y respectively of type
Rel (Tn+I, ... , T n + m , T2, ... , Tn) and Rel(Tn+I, ... , T n + m , TI), the transformer [R] of type Rel(T n +t, ... ,T n + m ,T2, ... ,T n ) -> Rel (Tn+I, ... ,Tn+m,TI) is defined as the adjoint of Y • R, i.e.
)..X.
[R]X ~ ()"Y.Y ~ R)t .
The following special cases may be more familiar.
• Taking m = 0 and n = 2 in the above definition, if R is of type Rel( Tl> T2) and S is of type Set(T2)' then [R]S denotes the weakest precondition transformer of type S etC TI).
• And if R is of type Rel( T2, T3) and S is of type Rel( TI, T3), then [R]S is the weakest prespecification R\S of [HH87] of type Rel( TI, T2).
The transformer ( The purpose of this transformer in theories for reification has been explained in [CdRZ91] . It has the so called 'angelicness' property, which can be formulated as A related construct is the angelic assignment of [BvW89] which is used in work on refinement. Such angelic constructs cannot be explained on the level of relations, i.e. if we model statements as binary relations, then the operation SOT does not exist. For example the statement x := a 0 x := b has the following properties. o • Let Rl and R2 be relations of type Rel( Tl, ... ,Tn), then Rl ~ R2 is a formula.
• Let Fl E :Form and F2 E :Form, then Fl --> F2 and Fl /\ F2 are formulae with the obvious interpretation.
• Let X be a variable of type Rel( Tl, ... ,Tn) and F be a formula with free occurrences of X, then VX.F(X) is a formula. The formula VX.F(X) is true if F(R) is true for all relations R of type Rel (Tl, ... , Tn) , and false otherwise.
We will use abbreviations such as 3X.F(X) with the usual interpretation.
Some special formulae can be defined as follows. For relations R l , R 2 , and R3 resp. of type Rel (Tl, ... , Tn) , Rel(T n , ... , T n + m ), and Rel (TJ, ... , Tn_I, Tn+J, ... T n + m ) we define generalized Hoare formulae
In case that R l , R 2 , and R3 resp. are of type Sel(Tl), Rel(Tl,T2), and Sel(T2), then (R l ) R2 (R3) coincides with the classical Hoare-style correctness formula {Rd R2 {R3} (d. [CdRZ91] ). In a similar way [CdRZ91] VDM-style (partial) correctness formulae can also be defined.
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